
RL is a time based situation, if we want to feel 

something of the relationship between di�er-

ent media using reinforcement learning, we try 

to feel that just through the process but one of 

the important dimensions is the rhythm, the 

synchronization and the desynchronisation.

I was having a role of trying to propose simple 

concepts or simple tasks so we can the more 

easily possible bind together.

It brings me to see systems as a space of obser-

vation and a space of possible actions.

We realized we did not have the same view 

over what we were doing.

You don’t feel in control, you feel like a kind of a 

collaboration, a good word would be a taming.

This was like when we were on the kind of 

bubble.

It’s all the new world that I’m discovering now 

that is pretty exciting.

There’s no word in English as the speci�c 

French word called “apprivoiser”.

I tried to kind of put myself in the perspective 

of the agent.

I feel like it’s the machine and you are working 

to the same way if you achieve the goals you 

wanted or an idea you wanted to try.

It’s not a dominating act, it’s really an act that’s 

more based on the just the pure idea of having 

a relationship of fun actually.

The interesting and the new part was to �nd 

new ways to create this with the agent, it’s a 

whole new world.

I found really interesting looking at myself 

giving names from the biological worlds to 

what I was doing.

There is a translation between di�erent practic-

es and the translation that the agent does from 

his learning by his behaviour.

It’s not clear if you’re really collaborating be-

cause it’s not so clear that the agent is doing 

something with you, you don’t necessarily both 

have the same goal.

Understanding my colleague’s intention was 

more complex than understanding what the 

reinforcement learning agent can do.

About the relationship between the humans 

and between the di�erent agent, I would like to 

focus on the important mission of the interface.

I take more of an observer stance in face of this 

system I designed that use reinforcement learn-

ing.

We never saw the agent during the whole day 

and then when we plug everything together it 

comes alive.

Using the agent without the collaboration 

output of other human artists would not be 

very interesting and in the impacts.

The agent does not provide very clear ideas for 

me using the agent without the collaboration 

output of other human artists.

Connecting the RL engine at the same time as 

connecting with other domains was a kind of 

double challenge.

I also felt that I took an observer stance in face 

of the agents most of the time looking at what 

would connect.

The biggest deal for me that this is impossible, 

that it is something we can strive towards like 

have like a zoo of agents in di�erent environ-

ments.

I felt like the agent made me curious of what it 

would do next as it’s you never really know 

how it’s going to end up.

It was a way to secure myself because I was 

feeling there was a lot of technical stu� going 

on and so �nding simple things to do was a 

way to I think to bind together.

We’re going a bit in the dark, we don’t really 

know where it’s going and then you see some-

thing happening and it’s kind of emerging from 

all this complexity.
Very often there was discussion about how to 

�nd a solution to make a kind of interface be-

tween two tools, but in fact it more the case of 

mixing together the techniques, the artistic 

dimension, the social dimension and so on.

I would wonder the notion of collaborator we 

use a lot, I would like to underline that maybe 

we can use the notion of a cooperator, because 

here there is a hierarchical dimension.

I always feel like the humans are kind of behind 

the scenes and then the agent is the actor of 

the scene or the person that does the perfor-

mance and we are kind of like just supporting 

sta� for them.

It’s a bit di�erent if the RL is the goal of your 

artwork or if the main medium is programming.

The biggest deal for me that this is impossible, 

that it is something we can strive towards like 

have like a zoo of agents in di�erent environ-

ments.
There was a certain element of surprise that 

was quite exciting because there was some-

thing in this fast-paced environment we 

needed to �nd out di�erent solutions.

I �nd it like there’s something about this where 

you have this thing that you can’t foresee and 

you don’t know how it’s going to work or if it’s 

going to work.

It’s like we’re all using the same tool, but actual-

ly we’re not using them the same way, that 

came as a surprise and make you rethink the 

way that you were using the tool.

It feels like making the material suddenly alive.

It’s really a translation.

Taking a general idea that you have and 

making it a possibility in the world of the agent 

so that they can maybe learn something, and 

that this thing that they learn and also their 

action would translate into something expres-

sive that we as human can interpret.
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